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• Founded by Takagi Jinzaburo (nuclear chemist) in 1975
• Mission statement: Building a nuclear free world with solid data and
citizens’ strength (Citizen Science perspective)
• Funding: individual donations and membership fees/research grants
• Activities:
1) Political: making policy proposals, lobbying power-holders,
membership in government committees
2) Educational: publications/public seminars/media
3) Legal: providing information/data/expertise for various court cases
supporting Fukushima victims and nuclear workers, court injunctions to
prevent NPPs operating

Outline
• State of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant today
*Radiation levels
*Contaminated water
• State of the nuclear industry in Japan
*Number of operating reactors at present and possible in the future
• Government policy
*Immediately after the nuclear disaster
*More recently: Carbon neutral by 2050 / Basic Energy Plan
• Nuclear evacuees
*Failure of the decontamination program
*No justice, no choice
• Conclusion

Fukushima Daiichi: Present state
Radioactivity from Units 1 to 4 of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (Bq/h) released to the air

Fukushima Daiichi contaminated water
1.25 million tons of contaminated water, used to cool the melted down reactors and also pumped up
contaminated ground water is stored in tanks on site. The plan to release this into the pacific ocean is strongly
opposed, both in and outside Japan.
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State of the nuclear industry in Japan
No. of operable nuclear reactors: 9
No. of reactors that have passed revised safety
standards: 7
No. of reactors that are under inspection to
determine whether they meet the revised safety
standards: 9
No. of reactors where applications for safety
inspections have been submitted: 8
No. of reactors which have been slated for
decommissioning: 24

Government Policy: Immediate Response
• Raised maximum permissible level of radiation dose from 1 mSv
per year to 20 mSv/y in Fukushima Pref.
• Set up investigative committee
• Set up new regulatory authority (NRA) (Sep 2012)
• Made new safety regulations (‘world’s best’) to operate nuclear
reactors

From Mokkai Accident Investigation Committee, July 2016

Recent government energy policy
On Oct. 26 2020, Prime Minister Suga announced in his
inaugral address as PM that Japan would aim to be
‘carbon neutral’ by 2050
”a stable energy supply would be secured through thorough
conserving energy, introducing renewable energy to the
maximum extent, and carrying out nuclear policy with the
highest priority placed on safety.”
= Japan Atomic Industrial Forum (JAIF) website

Japan’s Strategic Energy Plan (2018)
Japan’s energy mix target by 2030:
Nuclear energy: 22-20% (2019: 7.5%)
Renewable energy: 22-24% (2019: 18.5%)
Thermal (fossil fuels): 56%
*This plan is now under review and will be revised this year

Nuclear evacuees
Evacuation zones
Immediately after the accident: extended
to 30km radius around Fukushima Daiichi
Plant, also areas to the north where wind
had blown radioactive particles. At the
maximum point, 165,000 people were
evacuated.
Present: ‘Difficult to return zones’ are in
pink, 24,000 people used to live here, but a
total of 36,000 have not returned to their
homes, even in areas where evacuation
orders have been lifted.

Evacuees: No justice, no choice
• Decontamination
Removing the top 5cm of soil and
storing it in black plastic bags, but
much of the area is forest, so
radiation just washes back when it
rains

• Withdrawing compensation
payments
With the lifting of evacuation orders,
financial support for evacuees also
ended, forcing some to return
against their will.

Conclusion
The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster caused big changes in Japan
: loss of public trust in major corporations, government authorities
: change in public opinion regarding nuclear energy
: sections of the public became much more informed about radiation
: costs of nuclear power generation increased due to new safety regulations
What hasn’t changed is
government policy, but these new
social and economic conditions
can’t be simply ignored.
Energy policy must become more
democratic, economical and just,
which leaves no room
for nuclear.

